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Evolution and Atheism Intertwined Religions of the Insane

1.

in·san·i·ty

/inˈsanitē/
Noun

1.

The state of being seriously mentally ill; madness.

2.

Extreme foolishness or irrationality.

Synonyms
madness - lunacy - craziness - derangement - dementia

1.

/

fool

/

Noun
A person who acts unwisely or imprudently; a silly person: "what a fool I was to do this".
Verb
Trick or deceive (someone); dupe.
Adjective
Foolish or silly.
Synonyms
noun.
simpleton - dolt - tomfool - ninny - nincompoop

verb.
cheat - deceive - dupe - bamboozle - hoodwink - kid

adjective.

foolish - daft - goofy - fatuous - idiotic - asinine

I write the following in the hope that if there are to be any future generations of mankind they will consider the act(s) of intentionally
deceiving/brainwashing innocent children a felony crime because it fits the definition of aggravated assault and should be punished with incarceration. I
also hope that if there are to be any future generations of mankind upon the earth that never again will such mass lunacy take hold of them but will
know and acknowledge our Creator from whom we all come and by whom we all exist openly from the time they are born and forever.
aggravated assault
Web definitions
a reckless attack with intent to injure seriously (as with a deadly weapon)
A person is guilty of aggravated assault if he or she attempts to cause serious bodily injury to another or causes such injury purposely, knowingly, or
recklessly under circumstances manifesting extreme indifference to the value of human life; or attempts to cause or purposely or knowingly causes
bodily injury to another with a deadly weapon. In all jurisdictions statutes punish such aggravated assaults as assault with intent to murder (or rob or kill
or rape) and assault with a dangerous (or deadly) weapon more severely than "simple" assaults.
This is not an attempt to reason with the truly insane religious adherents to Darwin's Theory of Evolution and atheists as it is impossible to reason with
an irrational mind which is argumentative proof that childhood brainwashing has caused them irreversible serious harm outside of Divine Intervention
and supernatural healing, but is written to expose what has happened to them has been intentional and has successfully turned them into fools. Their
madness is obvious to all persons still in their right minds by God's grace; but my many vain attempts to reason with them show that the brain damage
by programming in our public education system is so severe they are simply incapable of rational thought and understanding simple concepts any
longer.
"The Law of Cause and Effect states that every material effect must have an adequate antecedent or simultaneous cause. The mass of a paper clip is
not going to provide sufficient gravitational pull to cause a tidal wave. There must be an adequate cause for the tidal wave, like a massive, offshore,
underwater earthquake (“Tsunamis,” 2000, p. 1064). Leaning against a mountain will certainly not cause it to topple over. Jumping up and down on the
ground will not cause an earthquake. If a chair is not placed in an empty room, the room will remain chairless. If matter was not made and placed in the
Universe, we would not exist. There must be an adequate antecedent or simultaneous cause for every material effect. Perhaps the Law of Cause and
Effect seems intuitive to most, but common sense is foreign to many when God is brought into the discussion." http://www.apologeticspress.org/apcontent.aspx?category=12&article=3716
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality
To paraphrase something MUST exist to act upon anything else.
"Aristotle on Non-contradiction
First published Fri Feb 2, 2007; substantive revision Wed Jan 26, 2011
According to Aristotle, first philosophy, or metaphysics, deals with ontology and first principles, of which the principle (or law) of non-contradiction is the
firmest. Aristotle says that without the principle of non-contradiction we could not know anything that we do know. Presumably, we could not demarcate
the subject matter of any of the special sciences, for example, biology or mathematics, and we would not be able to distinguish between what
something is, for example a human being or a rabbit, and what it is like, for example pale or white. Aristotle's own distinction between essence and
accident would be impossible to draw, and the inability to draw distinctions in general would make rational discussion impossible. According to
Aristotle, the principle of non-contradiction is a principle of scientific inquiry, reasoning and communication that we cannot do without." http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-noncontradiction/

"Law of noncontradiction
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
This article uses forms of logical notation. For a concise description of the symbols used in this notation, see List of logic symbols.
In classical logic, the law of non-contradiction (LNC) (or the law of contradiction (PM) or the principle of non-contradiction (PNC), or
the principle of contradiction) is the second of the three classic laws of thought. It states that contradictory statements cannot both be true in the
same sense at the same time, e.g. the two propositions "A is B" and "A is not B" are mutually exclusive." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_noncontradiction

1) Something must exist to act upon anything else.
2) Something cannot act upon itself before it actually exists.
By these two obvious principles the Universe did not create itself or bring itself into existence.
u·ni·verse
/ˈ

n

rs/

Noun

1.

All existing matter and space considered as a whole; the cosmos...

2.

A particular sphere of activity, interest, or experience.

Synonyms
cosmos - world - macrocosm - space - creation
- http://www.google.com/#gs_rn=17&gs_ri=psyab&pq=law%20of%20noncontradiction&cp=11&gs_id=17&xhr=t&q=universe+definition&es_nrs=true&pf=p&rlz=1C2GIGM_enUS535US535&sclient=ps
y-ab&oq=universe+de&gs_l=&pbx=1&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&fp=4c4cd8b5332e1507&biw=1067&bih=702

Creation did NOT bring itself into existence! (despite the absolute madness these fools have
embraced http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWq0lahNNyY ANDhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vlvZ_oqV1w) It is obvious to all sane persons but
religious adherents to Darwin's Theory of Evolution and Atheism have proven incapable of grasping this simple truth. The ones who have not gone
completely raving mad; drooling on themselves in their own waste; can still acknowledge the use of their primary perceptive abilities such as seeing,
hearing, touching etc. and yet at the same time while acknowledging the existence of creation through their use adamantly deny the existence of the
Creator. They fail to grasp even with whatever critical thinking that might still remain to them how this violates the above two scientific laws. Laws that
are so critical that without them; as Aristotle put it "...we could not know anything...". This fact proves these persons have gone insane and become
fools just as our Creator tells us.http://biblehub.com/romans/1-22.htm

But to be more specific regarding how it is being forced upon children during the years of their development and growth
intentionallyhttp://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2014/01/14/first-grader-told-to-stop-talking-about-bible/?intcmp=latestnews, I will discuss some of the
most obvious problems showing the madness they embrace and yet are seemingly incapable of realizing it.
1) The Big Bang Theory - no matter how many times you ask them just what exploded and where did it come from they cannot declare it; let alone
agree on it. Nevermind that it fails to explain why so many celestial objects are rotating, spinning, revolving instead of just flying outward from the
explosion. And nevermind that in all of known history we have never once observed an explosion anywhere making something more complex but by
ubiquitous evidence and definition disintegrates something complex into less complex, smaller particulates.
ex·plo·sion
/ikˈsp ōZH n/
Noun

1.

A violent and destructive shattering or blowing apart of something, as is caused by a bomb.

2.

A violent expansion in which energy is transmitted outward as a shock wave.

Synonyms
burst - detonation - blast - outburst - outbreak

Their initial premises on the theory of their own existence (and that of the whole universe) is obviously ludicrous as NOT ONE of them can explain this
very first principle of the complete load of crap they believe in let alone then acknowledge the truth that what they believe in is clearly religious in nature
and in no way "scientific". But these fools want everyone else to believe their chosen insane worldview is just that.
2) Abiogenesis - According to the worldview of these adherents to metaphysical concepts in the name of science fools, life came from inorganic
substances that coalesced and became the first single living cell. This occurred from the something that they cannot define; nor tell us where it came
from; that exploded in the void of space; which is an environment that we know from observation is so hostile that it brings virtually instantaneous death
to all known life forms on our planet; especially and even to single celled organisms.
3) And their religious belief in the name of science goes on... that from that single cell all the myriad of species we know today came into existence.
Plants became animals, animals became plants, fish became reptiles, reptiles became fish, some fish became mammals, some mammals became
fish, and somewhere in the figments of their wild imaginations bananas became the chimps that eat them which turned into the fruit bowl upon their
necks within their cranial region for what should be a brain. Nevermind in the fossil record not ONE transitional form exists. Nevermind the fossil
record clearly disproves the so called "geologic column" which is just fiction created by Charles Lyell, who was a lawyer; not a geologist. Nevermind
that every attempt by evolutionists to claim they found the missing link has failed though they have searched frantically in all the world. Nevermind all of
the things they still force on innocent children has been proven fraudulent with regards to so called "human
evolution".http://www.nwcreation.net/evolutionfraud.html
No matter how you slice it or dice it everything these persons believe and claim is scientific fact has been proven FALSE not only by the sciences; but
by ubiquitous evidence. No one in all of history has seen macroscopic evolution. All the mutations ever recorded by toxins, radiation, have not resulted
in new life forms but death to the mutation. Any actual modifications that have taken place have happened by intentional alteration of genetic material
which took many advances in science even to discover; let alone record some of that information encoded in the genetic makeup of species.
Information that is so complex and lengthy it has taken supercomputers to even attempt to store the data. This presentation has a way of showing just
how ludicrous atheism and evolutionary religions really are: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtBz1roiQR8
In short, virtually everything the persons who call themselves evolutionists and especially atheists believe in regarding the origin of the Universe and of
Life in general has been proven by the sciences they want everyone else to think that they champion as FALSE. They are incapable of seeing it all as
the load of crap that it is and mock people who try to bring them out of their insanity and obvious brainwashing.
When professors of evolutionary theory are confronted about all the lies published in text books for children in our public schools they acknowledge
that they know what is being taught the children is
false. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposII&list=PLlmVnuWDQ6_JNBH7TGMLVV5Pd6OgmOrF7
Furthermore, some evolutionists; when confronted, have at times even stated why they are lying to the children
as http://archive.org/details/DarwinsDeadlyLegacy aptly points out.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 and even more
astutely http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk (teaching your kids to think they are nothing more than animals and to act like it; to satisfy
their own
perversions https://www.google.com/search?q=teachers+having+sex+with+students+and+minimal+sentences&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=te
achers+having+sex+with+students+and+minimal+sentences&aqs=chrome..69i57.18404j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8)
Remember that our modern public education was taken out of the Church into government control by Rockefeller and such wealthy
oppressors/exploiters of the masses like him.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Education_Board In other words, our so called education system was
set up by the ultra wealthy to socially engineer the masses and force their own opinions upon them regardless of scientific facts or truth. These same
wealthy persons who exploit and intentionally enslave the masseshttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oygBg6ETYIM ; need slave mentalities; and have
socially engineered it successfully as the existence of evolutionists and atheists prove. Funding puppets in politics but especially secretive agencies
and practices of government such as all the mass Psy-Ops programs http://www.google.com/#sclient=psy-ab&q=funds+american+PsyOps&oq=funds+american+Psy-Ops&gs_l=serp.12...26002.33862.1.36126.14.14.0.0.0.0.155.1144.7j4.11.0...0.0.0..1c.1.17.psy-ab.GkexrS5nXU&pbx=1&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&fp=4c4cd8b5332e1507&biw=1067&bih=702. ; the wealthy openly state their desire to control populations and recently
their desire to reduce the number of persons by over 6 billion http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIjrirW3Gno ; but people who have had their brains
apparently turned to unthinking mush are incapable of understanding that brainwashing has been successfully used on them by these wealthy, evil
individuals. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i46RI2twVao I put only one of many Psy-Op programs and only one link not because there are not many
more http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOoR5D73Huo but because I want sane persons to research on their own these topics such that the
enlightenment that follows will eradicate the cruelty of intentionally brainwashing innocent children (and other people in general); especially in the name
of science. In the meantime, I ask people who do know our Creator to pray that He will either save the many insane fools the brainwashing in our public

education system has produced and supernaturally give them all sound minds or remove them from the earth so they don't cruelly do so to innocent
little children of the coming generations of mankind. Many of those who cling to their religions of evolution and atheism; I have personally noted, are the
modern sodomites (which is exactly why the Messiah says they refuse to come to Him and be
enlightenedhttp://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+3%3A15-21&version=KJV); so their transformation or removal is absolutely
necessary before they destroy the whole world in their madness. They are already intentionally ignoring all the warning
signs.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_nlAswAEG0, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1TS9C2bi0, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6WVZJ_CFHQ,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc. The Theory of Evolution (used in public education to brainwash children by the satanic NWO to keep
them from KNOWING GOD) is not only FALSE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE&feature=youtu.be but is DANGEROUS and
responsible as a worldview for the most bloodshed on earth of all worldviews in the entire history of
mankind https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8. Not only is this LIE called the Theory of Evolution sowing
death and destruction in all the world; it's deceptive evil is robbing souls of fulfilling their Divine Purpose and leading them into the everlasting flames of
damnation (a deception that not only destroys physical beings; but attempts to destroy souls); as they dwell in such stupidity they are a danger to
themselves and all life on the planet. http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/stupidity/527894057289558
The use of Psy-Ops on innocent children who have grown up and are demonstrating they are incapable of rational thought any longer proves that
brainwashing/programming is a weapon that causes great bodily harm (to the brain). This damage is so severe that even when the whole world is
fulfilling dreadful prophecies of their own destruction they remain oblivious and in denial. In other words, intentional brainwashing, is life threatening to
the victims fulfilling the definition of aggravated assault clearly. For those of us who know better the self-deluded, willfully ignorant, or otherwise
deceived are not just a threat to their mortal bodies and other life forms on the planet but to their everlasting souls.http://biblehub.com/matthew/2422.htm, http://biblehub.com/revelation/20-15.htm.
If any mortals survive the coming desolations, make certain the little children are never lied to by the complete nonsense of "The Theory of Evolution"
and atheistic insanity; like what has occurred in recent history and is still in process, despite all the sciences have done to try to bring them out of their
strong delusion, to this day - Yes, we who KNOW our Creator and are taught by the Creator directly beseech you, NEVER ALLOW THIS TERRIBLE
CRUELTY FORCED UPON INNOCENT LITTLE CHILDREN IN THE NAME OF AN EDUCATION TO HAPPEN EVER
AGAIN! http://biblehub.com/1_john/2-27.htm If there is anyone anywhere still sane enough to care about your own soul as it exists now and into
eternity you must act as quickly as possible and obey this commandment from our Creator right away!:
Acts 2:38-39
King James Version (KJV)
38 Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost.
39 For the promise is unto you, and to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call.

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=215119961900304&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&theater

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZSeGp8BwKs

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+2%3A38-39&version=KJV

An evolutionist replied: "So talking snakes, making a women from a rib bone, virgin birth, putting every kind of animal on a boat, turning water into wine,
walking on water is believeable but, a species evolving from one from into another is unbelievable? I can see your point."

To which I replied: talking snakes = satanically influenced beings http://biblehub.com/luke/3-7.htm, women from rib bone
= http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/Regenerative_Medicine/Pages/2006Chapter4.aspx (if modern scientists can utilize raw organic material and modify it by
programming with DNAhttp://healthland.time.com/2013/06/06/5-discoveries-that-will-change-the-future-of-organ-transplants/slide/stem-cells/ why do
you find that impossible for the Creator of the Universe)?, virgin birth (if mankind created in the image of GOD was given sperma/seed for the process
of procreation from the Creator, what makes you think the Almighty is incapable of producing His own)?, GMOs on countless varieties of species these
days and you think that difficult for the Creator of the Universe (water into wine)?, we have people walking on the moon, performing tasks in outer

space; is walking on water so unbelievable?, but despite ALL that you can observe today proving these things are not only possible by technology and
mankind (let alone the Creator of the Universe), you don't just believe in one kind of species such as a plant becoming an animal or an animal
becoming a plant, but to actually believe the nonsense of evolution you are believing life itself came from non-life and that one life form became ALL
life forms, but worse by denying Intelligent Design of the Universe by an Eternal Creator, you have no rational explanation for the existence of
EVERYTHING as the entire line of atheistic and evolutionary thought is IMPOSSIBLE in concept let alone the stages of it's scope.

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495 AND

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756

http://www.nwcreation.net/evolutionfraud.html

http://evolutionisntscience.wordpress.com/evolution-frauds/

http://cavern.uark.edu/~cdm/creation/shame.htm

http://creation.com/fraud-rediscovered

http://www.bible.ca/tracks/textbook-fraud.htm

http://www.evolutionnews.org/2013/01/survival_of_the_1068341.html

http://sepetjian.wordpress.com/2011/10/04/horse-evolution-fraud-exposed-60-years-ago-still-in-the-textbooks/

http://www.cstnews.com/Code/FaithEvl.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposII

so another atheist writes: "The one thing I will say, and this will be it, is that I will never believe in the Bible as it was written by man from stories handed
down for generations. We already know that one sentence passed down through 20 folks will be completely changed. Also there was stories held out
of the Bible (by man) so that in itself is telling that the story was fixed to relate a certain tone throughout.

and my reply: then I pity you https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=565995053422966&set=pb.278360458853095.2207520000.1371239203.&type=3&src=https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/215234_565995053422966_1813822834_n.jpg&size=491,381; because if you can not believe the Holy Bible which has been scientifically proven
to be the most accurate reference book in the whole world; its literary authenticity surpassing all other historical records of mankind BY FAR; then you
really can't believe anything your senses perceive at all and have found yourself in a state of irrational madness. the Holy Bible, the most literary
accurate record on earth BY FAR has been published and translated among all major languages and dialects on earth; so much so that even small

tribes WHO HAD NO WRITTEN LANGUAGE AT ALL were given a HOLY BIBLE in their written language; which was created for them; JUST SO
THEY COULD HAVE GOD'S RECORD! If you disdain the Holy Bible you are doing so to your own peril and in great ignorance as to the magnificence
of it's unique qualities! It has been inerrant in thousands of prophecies to date, it has scientifically encrypted messages (the Bible Code series by
Drosnin and you can even get the software that shows encrypted messages even dates of current events that have taken place in recent history), it
has thousands of original manuscripts pre-dating all others in the whole world to compare its modern translations to, it is the only book in the whole
world that if you were able to destroy completely could be reassembled just from all the quotes to it from other books and reference materials in history,
its historicity scientifically proven and actually utilized by archaeologists to discover long ago buried cities such as Jericho and the walls that fell; Noah's
Ark; Sodom and Gomorrah's ashen ruins, and countless other artifacts, cities and sites in the world, it is a Book like NO OTHER and deserves more
than just the marxist' philosophy brainwashed into children these days as a brush off. In Josh McDowell's Evidence that Demands a Verdict series
there are so many unique aspects as to why the Holy Bible is the Greatest Book in the World BY FAR that an entire apologetic set the size of
encyclopedias have been written regarding those aspects. I would challenge anyone who thinks to so casually sweep aside the Holy Bible to even read
a few chapters ofhttp://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidence.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9po_rkGTc4

In response to all the ridiculous lawsuits filed by atheists to remove crosses, ten commandments, etc. why don't people countersue every atheist that
complains and turn their own complaints against them? WE ARE OFFENDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE A CROSS ON THEIR LAWN! THEY DO
NOT HAVE A CROSS over the vast majority of land on earth! There LACK of FAITH in the ONE TRUE GOD is OFFENSIVE! The ABSENCE of
religious expression of Christian symbols in a Christian nation is HIGHLY OFFENSIVE! and if the courts continue to favor atheists, satanists, islamists,
and all other worldviews over Christianity, then DEBENCH THE JUDGES PERMANENTLY FOR VIOLATING THE HIGHEST LAWS OF OUR LAND
(that are so clearly subverting our Constitutional Rights with such treasonous acts)! This is WAR saints and if you don't have the courage to battle
unbelievers when you have the TRUTH with mere words; how will you stand against them when they attack with weapons instead of lawsuits because
you lost the battle for their minds, hearts and souls and allowed their insanity and depravity to spread! help people not to present themselves
ashttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the
Truth!http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230
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NO PROOF FOR APE TO MAN EVOLUTION. BONES HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO BE OF A TRUE APE, O...See More
By: Biblical Creation
March 16 at 10:34am · Like · Remove Preview


Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/so-you-think-the-big-bang-is-scientific/620654451346851
So You Think the Big Bang is Scientific?
Public indoctrination has gotten people to think there is such a thing as being ...See More
By: Michael Swenson
March 19 at 4:08am · Like · Remove Preview


Lucas Hodges · Friends with Mike Shc Borem

Mike you really don't believe this shit do you. Its ass back ward because its far crazier to believe in something that has no proof of existence out side of a book that was written
by people. We have evidence that all this shit happened and this article is totally ridicules. Mike please do not tell me you are becoming one of these crazies.
March 19 at 11:09am · Like


Michael Swenson Lucas Hodges might be difficult for you to face but the greatest scientific minds in the history of the world; the very fathers of the fields of science stated the
laws they discovered came from our Creator; from knowing our Creator; from studying His ...See More
Evidence of GOD our Creator
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-...See More
By: Michael Swenson
March 19 at 11:18am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview


Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others
I'm a Christian and who wrote this may want to reconsidered how they are arguing their point. First, evolution isn't a religion. It is simply a theory based off numerous
observations and experiments. It is not saying their is no God. Science only deals...See More
March 19 at 12:36pm · Like


Michael Swenson Trent Steele you obviously did not follow the cited links of supporting evidence (in other words; teaching fundamental proven facts (truth) is not brainwashing;
while teaching fiction in the name of science and history is). re·li·gion [ri-lij-uhn] S...See More

the definition of religion
dictionary.reference.com
Religion definition, a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose...See More
March 19 at 12:43pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview


Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others
There is no superhuman agency/agencies, devotional/ritual observances, or moral code conducting human affairs involved with evolution. There are those who believe it without
it being a 100% proven, but their goal isn't for it to be blind faith. Just be...See More
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Michael Swenson http://www.amnh.org/.../essaybooks/cosmic/p_lemaitre.html Max Planck is sometimes attributed to
it: http://www.wiedenhoff.nu/cosmos/cosmos5.htm cosmologists; like all of us, often change their opinions, theories as new knowled...See More

Georges Lemaitre, Father of the Big Bang
www.amnh.org
According to the Big Bang theory, the expansion of the observable universe began...See More
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Michael Swenson you really need to work on your reading comprehension. The theories/worldviews/religions (evolution, big bang, supporting the religion of atheism CLEARLY
ADDRESS "a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe") and are pre...See More
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Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others

I don't think you realize that I'm not trying to argue that whoever wrote this is write or wrong, but that the overall effect of it makes Christians come off as ignorant, angry people.
I 'll also add arrogant to the list. If I as a believer see these ...See More
March 19 at 1:48pm · Like


Michael Swenson and my point is the only one showing any ignorance and arrogance in these comments is YOU; because you are not reading the material; before criticizing it.
IF YOU CAN FIND AN ERROR PROVE IT; if NOT then your willful misunderstanding of the fact that S...See More

Psalm 18:26 to the pure you show yourself pure, but to the devious you show yourself shrewd.
biblehub.com
March 19 at 1:53pm · Like · Remove Preview


Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others
I hope the audience you wrote for this for is people who already have your exact same ideals for that is the only people it will appeal to.
March 19 at 2:08pm · Like


Michael Swenson Because you did not follow any of the cited references before commenting as you have; in defending ideas/theories/worldviews/religions (even if you think
they are presented by Christians) that are false, defending overtly false doctrines; while attacki...See More

Romans 1:22 Although they claimed to be wise, they became fools
biblehub.com
March 19 at 5:07pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview


Michael Swenson I'll admit that at least part of my own carnal personality is seen in the writing of this note. You say you perceive anger in it. And I openly acknowledge such
and rightly so!http://biblehub.com/psalms/7-11.htm the world views of atheism and evoluti...See More

Psalm 7:11 God is a righteous judge, a God who displays his wrath every day.
biblehub.com
March 19 at 5:16pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview


Michael Swenson Those in the Faith of YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH, aka JESUS the CHRIST, often are set forth as spectacles in the eyes of the world (and even some
"Christians"; who don't realize that GOD uses such Messengers to plow the hard ground, take the heat, be hated...See More

2 Corinthians 12:15 So I will very gladly spend for you everything I have and expend myself as...
biblehub.com
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Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others
This is my last point I want to make about your argument. You can disregard everything I pointed out before, and there is still one thing wrong. It is not feasible. You want to
make the teaching of evolution illegal, but you also want it recognized as a religion. If it is a religion then you can't make it illegal. We have freedom of religion. Something has to
change about your argument because it defeats itself.
March 19 at 7:05pm · Like


Michael Swenson Now this last point at least shows some thought to the issue. Thank you, I appreciate that point. I have addressed the intent of the First Amendment in this
note: ...See More
Original Intent of the Religious Clause of the First Amendment
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10202286592501129&set=a.1188837916023.2...See More
By: Michael Swenson
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Trent Steele · Friends with Raymond Hong and 547 others
So if we get the government to recognize it as a religion, then it has to be banned from schools.
March 19 at 7:25pm · Like


Michael Swenson no, I am not advocating religions or the knowledge of religions be banned from public education. I am saying that specifically the fiction of the theory of
evolution should not be taught as science. If religion is banned from schools, then knowledge ...See More
Evidence of GOD our Creator
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-...See More
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NEWS | Christian Professor Faces Job Discrimination After Conversion from Atheis...See More
By: International Christian Concern
March 20 at 4:52pm · Like · Remove Preview


Michael Swenson http://intellectualfroglegs.com/eleven-more-christians.../

IntellectualFroglegs.com: Eleven more Christians will be killed this hour
intellectualfroglegs.com
by: John L. Allen Jr, author of The Global War on Christians Imagine if correspo...See More
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CATERPILLAR THAT PRETENDS TO BE A SNAKE!
This is NOT a reptile! This is the lar...See More
By: Biblical Creation
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Love it:)
By: Marianne Williamson
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(AM) Hitler was a Christian? Nice try, no cigar.
By: Atheism: Epic Failure
March 28 at 8:42pm · Like · Remove Preview
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By: Freedom From Atheism Foundation (FFAF)
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The Case Against Atheism
www.amazon.com
Today's atheists should welcome this book with open arms. After all, if they ins...See More
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Top 10 Most Common Atheist Arguments, and Why They Fail - A Russian Orthodox Church Website
www.pravmir.com
It seems that man atheists t da (s me ike t use the tit e ‘New Atheists’ t ...See More
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Fossils, the Colossal Evolution Failure
www.darwinthenandnow.com
Over the past two decades, a treasure trove of fossils has been unearthed in Chi...See More
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This is atheist logic. Should we believe them?
By: Freedom From Atheism Foundation (FFAF)
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